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Electric Mirror® Receives Patent for Framed Lighted Mirror TV Design 

(Everett, Wash.) The United States Patent and Trademark 
Office continues to recognize and provide protection for 
Electric Mirror’s designs, recently issuing a patent (U.S. RE 
43,634 E) for its Framed Lighted Mirror TV design. 

 
Electric Mirror’s popular Framed Lighted Mirror, features a 
built-in, water-resistant 15.6” LED HDTV, hidden behind the 
mirror surface using Mirror TV Technology. The state-of-the- 
art design, protected by the patent, includes a band of 
frosted light around the border of the framed back-lit 
mirror. It is available in multiple sizes and four choices of 
wooden frames from Electric Mirror’s Urban Profile™ 
collection, as well as over a 100 custom frame designs. 

 
The patent is Electric Mirror’s 31st design patent and is part 
of a larger expanding patent portfolio of nearly 50 patents 
and pending patents. “We’re very pleased with the patent 
being issued,” said Jim Mischel, a patent attorney and CEO 
of Electric Mirror®. “This patent has taken years to work its 
way through the system, but our patience has paid off. I’m 
very pleased that the U.S. Patent and Trade Mark office continues to recognize the design and 
engineering efforts of our people. This recognition fosters continued American job creation and 
investment in new designs and technologies. ” 

 
About Electric Mirror 

Electric Mirror is the premier manufacturer of luxury Lighted Mirrors and Mirror TVs, offering an 
extensive product line that includes Lighted Mirrors, Lighted Mirror TVs, Kitchen TVs, Mirrored Cabinets, 
Makeup Mirrors, and In-Shower Fog Free Mirrors. Electric Mirror has numerous options within each of 
the lines, and routinely customizes them to designers’ specifications. Electric Mirror has been serving 
the hospitality, healthcare, commercial, and residential markets for over 16 years, and during that time 
has developed a reputation for unsurpassed customer care and service. Electric Mirror is committed to 
delivering exceptional products to their clientele, which include well-known luxury brands worldwide. 

 
To request a quote for Electric Mirror products, please contact sales@electricmirror.com or phone 
425.776.4946. 
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